This paper analyzes stock market reactions to the court decisions related to differential treatment of in-state and out-of-state internet wine sales by different states. Several states had differential laws governing internet wine sales directly to consumers for instate and out of state wineries.
declared these practices unconstitutional. Prior to Supreme Court granting the writ of certiorari there was a circuit split on the issue. The seventh and the second circuit had found the laws constitutional where eleventh, fourth fifth and sixth had found these laws unconstitutional. Our study seeks to measure the impact of these events on stock prices of large wineries using standard event study methodology. As with other studies utilizing the event study methodology we also assume financial markets are assumed to be semi-strong form efficient as described in (Fama 1970).
Using standard event study methodology we find stock prices of publicly traded wineries react negatively to Supreme Court decision. The results show that elimination of differential treatment laws has a negative effect on stock prices of the publicly traded wineries.
